
Upgrade Estate – Upstudent

What you want to know about ourcompany culture:
We are pioneers in connecting housing for students (Upkot) and young
professionals (Upliving).

Every talent, regardless of age, roots, gender, disability or creed, enriches
our company.

Pleasure among colleagues, a clear business strategy and trust are typical of
our Best Workplace.

Our company breathes creativity and sustainability , and this is given a
concrete translation in our Sustainable Development Goals.

Upgrade Estate is an above-average dynamic and fast-growing company,
where young talent is also given the opportunity to grow.

What you want to know about ourCoaches-Team:
The student coaches are the key success factor of our Upkot brand.

Upkot is a community where fun, meeting, sharing, learning from each
other, professional development and entrepreneurship are central.

We found that our qualitative student housing has a positive effect on the
study results of our students.

The enthusiasm of the team of student coaches knows no bounds.

What can you contribute to therealisation of our mission?
As a resident student coach you assist the Upkot Coach and you contribute
to the careful management of your Upkot project.

You supervise the event team and you organize activities and events to
connect.

You are an ambassador on both our internal and external social media
channels.

You consult with the Upkot coach about ideas, needs and wishes of your
fellow students.



You ensure that students comply with the agreements within our concept.

You help to organize entries, exits, announced checks and rental moments.

You are a point of contact for any practical questions, which you then
discuss with the Upkot Coach.

You are available to be called on by our students.

You report defects to the Upkot Coach, and do small jobs together.

Which personalities will shine inthis job?
You are a resident student in the Upkot project in question.

You are energetic and can easily deal with unforeseen circumstances.

You are sociable and easily make contact with your fellow students.

You radiate confidence and you know how to combine this with
assertiveness.

You are hands-on and you like to get things done.

You can be flexible if necessary.

What you can expect from us inreturn:
An exciting student job with a diversity of customer contacts.

Not an executive job, but a first real work experience that will shine on your
CV.

A Great Place to Work and an enthusiastic team!

https://upgrade-estate.be
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